McMaster Social Sciences Society

2020/2021 Executive Meeting
3rd Meeting: May 7th, 2020 / 7 pm

ATTENDEES
-

President: Cole Badiani
VP Admin: Mackenzie MacLeod
VP Finance: Finley Kibbey-Dunne
VP Programming: Maryam Denno
VP External: Megan Lesiuta

RECAP:
May at Mac
- No in-person presence
- Online platforms
- Liz Way and our May @ Mac plan (May 11th and 13th at 11:50 be on call)
- ‘Ask me anything’ panel
- All exec members interested
- Panel moderated by Liz and Nicole
- Short Presentation by Faculty over Zoom
- Perhaps integrate the MSSS panel with a social media campaign of our
own?
- May at Mac Brainstorm:
- Social Media Q&A
- Asking campus services to speak?
- Online Giveaways via Social Media?
- What are you most excited about at university?
- Comment and follow to win the giveaway
- Campus Store?
- Starbucks?
- Edit budget accordingly
- Video introducing Exec
- What would you tell your first-year self?
- Favourite McMaster Memory

-

Leading into Introduction videos

Peripheral Executive Hiring
-

Times/dates
- Application Release: April 25th or 26th
- Application Due: May 9th or 10th
- Interviewing Begins: May 23rd

Action Items:
- Send Megan blurb answering questions
- Program and Level:
- My favourite thing about McMaster:
- What I wish I knew in my first year
- A lesser-known fact about me
- Reasons to Contact Me
- The short goal for the year

AGENDA:
May at Mac:
- Everyone should have gotten emails from Liz with Zoom links and information
- 2 separate emails
- Dates: May 11th and 13th both at 12
- Want to be on call for 11:50 - the call goes until 1 pm
- The presentation first then Q&A moderated by Nicole and Liz
- Q and A is not recorded but the presentation is
- Want to be respectful and answer questions in a way that is accessible
for first-year students
- No short forms, be cognizant of audience
- Any questions?
- The panel is more informal unaware of specific questions
- Resources, month to month breakdown for first years
- Socsci representation through Blu Cru as well
- Keep up to date with McMaster COVID-19 news
- Cole will double-check with Liz about Megan and Finley hopping in for
Q and A!
- Instagram and Social Media presence
- May at Mac is not just a one-day thing now
- We can extend this throughout the whole summer

-

Social media presence can be spread out throughout the
weeks/months

Application Extensions:
- We will need to extend applications :(
- Date of Extension: May 23rd
- Does anyone have a specific date they think is reasonable
- Thus everything will be shifted back accordingly to accommodate (can be
found at the bottom of this meeting mins)
- If positions cannot be met hiring will be shifted to September
- New graphics?
- New for last few days of applications
- New for extension (maybe like BluCru app extensions) - leave extension
graphic until last
- Role-specific graphics for roles that do not have any applicants
- Society Admin, Sponsorship Coordinator graphics specifically
- Hiring graphic
- Informative unbiased hiring graphic once applications are
completed
Action Items:
- Please continue to share and post about peripheral applications
- May at Mac introduction video due morning of May 9th!
- Dear first-year self video
- If you have not done so yet send Megan your little blurbs for the website!
- Year plans are due at the end of May
- You can find previous year plans on your respective emails or website
- Message Cole or Mackenize with any questions!
- Email completed year plans to president@themsss.com and
vpadmin@themsss.com
- TENTATIVE NEW DATES FOR HIRING:
- Application Due: May 23rd
- Blinding Due: May 27th
- Interviewing: June 6th
Questions? Comments?
- Great first bonding guys!
- The budget will be worked on throughout the upcoming week!
- MSSS LinkedIn page will be created!

